Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 4 January 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr. S. Jones, Ms. E. Alessandrinro, Mr. N. Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. B. Dobson
Lure Driver: Mr. M. Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 3 IT'S THE HORSE (36.5kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 5 YUNDERUP STAR (3/1), Race 6 QUIDS IN (4/1), Race 10 TORO TONIC (3/1)
Illness: Race 5 OUCHAMP (4/1)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 3 & 4 JADE'S BLADE, Race 3, 4 & 7 WEST ON HOLLY (4/1), Race 6 & 7 NO ADDED SUGAR (4/1)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 9 NANZA GUNN x 1 Solo

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 JUMP IN LINE, Race 3 WESTDALE PRINCE, Race 4 ALFA TONIC, Race 5 QUARA'S EMMA, Race 6 COSMIC OX, Race 7 COSMIC GAS

Birthday Cup box draw: Box 1 ALFA TONIC; Box 2 WINLOCK BANKING; Box 3 COSMIC OX; Box 4 COSMIC GAS; Box 5 JADE'S BLADE; Box 6 WESTDALE PRINCE; Box 7 NANDO'S THUNDER; Box 8 QUARA'S EMMA; Reserve 1 PROJECTILE; Reserve 2 SPITTING VENOM.

Race 1 - Novice/Provincial/405 - Novice - 6:52 PM
TIMELY ASK began quickly. UNIVERSAL GAS, BIG BOY PADDY & OIL SPILL began slowly. BIG BOY PADDY & PROMETHIUM collided soon after the start. OIL SPILL & CHECK POINT collided soon after the start. BIG BOY PADDY galloped on DANDALUP MOON on the first turn & both lost ground. BIG BOY PADDY & DANDALUP MOON collided several times approaching the home turn. BIG BOY PADDY shifted out & inconvenienced DANDALUP MOON on the home turn. UNIVERSAL GAS checked off the heels of TIMELY ASK on the home turn.

Race 2 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 7:12 PM
JUMP IN LINE began quickly. VILLAFLY & NEED MORE COIN began slowly. SUKHAVATI checked off the heels of HELLO I'M JADE soon after the start. SERG'S GIRL & JORMI'S LAD collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M JADE & SERG'S GIRL collided on the first turn. SUKHAVATI checked off the heels of HELLO I'M JADE on the second turn. HELLO I'M JADE & SERG'S GIRL collided on the second turn. JORMI'S LAD checked off the heels of WEST ON HONEY on the home turn.

Race 3 - Birthday Cup (G3) (Heat)/Provincial/405 (1) - Open - 7:32 PM
WESTDALE PRINCE & FABS GEM began quickly. EIGER MONELLI began slowly. MAUDE MONELLI & BENTLEY KEEPING collided soon after the start. TOM GUNDI & EIGER MONELLI collided soon after the start. IT'S THE HORSE & MAUDE MONELLI collided on the first turn. IT'S THE HORSE & BENTLEY KEEPING collided on the first turn, IT'S THE HORSE lost ground & collided with, MAUDE MONELLI & TOM GUNDI on the first time. BENTLEY KEEPING & PROJECTILE collided approaching on the home turn.

Race 4 - Birthday Cup (G3) (Heat)/Provincial/405 (2) - Open - 7:57 PM
OOKINAKI FLYER & SUNSET PRADA began quickly. SKETCHY MATT & DUSTY MAC began slowly. DUSTY MAC & SPITTING VENOM collided soon after the start. OOKINAKI FLYER & SLINGSHOT GYPSY collided soon after the start. PEAK MONELLI, OOKINAKI FLYER & SLINGSHOT GYPSY collided approaching the first turn, PEAK MONELLI & SLINGSHOT GYPSY both lost ground. SUNSET PRADA & SPITTING VENOM collided approaching the first turn, SUNSET PRADA lost ground. OOKINAKI & SPITTING VENOM collided on the first turn. SLINGSHOT GYPSY & SUNSET PRADA collided on the first turn & both lost ground. OOKINAKI FLYER checked off the heels of SPITTING VENOM & collided with SKETCHY MATT on the first turn. ALFA TONIC & SPITTING VENOM collided approaching the home turn. PEAK MONELLI checked off the heels of OOKINAKI FLYER approaching the home turn. ALFA TONIC & SPITTING VENOM collided on the home turn. SLINGSHOT GYPSY checked off the heels of SUNSET PRADA in the home straight.
Race 5 - Birthday Cup (G3) (Heat)/Provincial/405 (3) - Open - 8:21 PM
MAX PROFIT began quickly. NO ADDED SUGER began slowly. MIDNIGHT RAMA & NO ADDED SUGAR collided several time soon after the start. QUARA'S EMMA & WEST ON AUGIE collided soon after the start. MAX PROFIT & MAMMA MONELLI collided soon after the start. MAX PROFIT & SILVER KEEPING collided approaching the first turn. WEST ON AUGIE checked off the heels of MAX PROFIT approaching the first turn. MAX PROFIT & SILVER KEEPING collided approaching the home turn. NO ADDED SUGAR raced wide in the home straight. MIDNIGHT RAMA tailed off approaching the home turn.

Race 6 - Birthday Cup (G3) (Heat)/Provincial/405 (4) - Open - 8:36 PM
LHOTSE MONELLI began quickly. IRIDIUM FLARE & WEST ON HOLLY began slowly. IRIDIUM FLARE & WEST ON HOLLY collided soon after the start & both lost ground. NANDO'S THUNDER & PACIFIC OWL collided soon after the start. PACIFIC OWL & EM MORNEY collided soon after the start. PACIFIC OWL checked off the heels of EM MORNEY collided soon after the start. SUBSCRIBE & NANDO'S THUNDER collided soon after the start. SUBSCRIBE tailed off due to injury. NANDO'S THUNDER & EM MORNEY collided approaching the first turn. IRIDIUM FLARE & WEST ON HOLLY collided approaching the first turn, IRIDIUM FLARE lost ground.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed SUBSCRIBE has a Left - Hindleg - Gracilis Muscle Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 7 - Birthday Cup (G3) (Heat)/Provincial/405 (5) - Open - 8:52 PM
COSMIC GAS, REGAZZONI & ALL THE RAVE began quickly. OWL PERFECT began slowly. NAIQAMA & DOC HUDSON collided soon after the start. BROOKSY MONELLI & REGAZZONI collided soon after the start. NAIQAMA & DOC HUDSON collided approaching the first turn. REGAZZONI & WINLOCK BANKING collided approaching the first turn. NAIQAMA, DOC HUDSON, BROOKSY MONELLI collided on the first turn and all lost ground. COSMIC GAS & ALL THE RAVE collided on the first turn. OWL PERFECT checked off the heels of NAIQAMA in the home straight. DOC HUDSON checked off the heels of OWL PERFECT in the home straight.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:07 PM
MENDOZA MONELLI & DYNA GAVIN began quickly. JUNK YARD MUPPET began slowly. SUPREME OLLIE & DYNA GAVIN collided soon after the start. AEROPLANE BARNEY checked off the heels of JETTA JAM soon after the start. SUPREME OLLIE checked off the heels of DYNA GAVING on the first turn. ABIMBOLA & AEROPLANE BARNEY collided on the first turn. DYNA GAVIN & ABIMBOLA collided on the second turn, DYNA GAVIN lost ground. ABIMBOLA & AEROPLANE BARNEY collided on the second turn. AEROPLANE checked off the heels of ABIMBOLA on the home turn. DYNA GAVIN raced wide on the home turn & in the home straight.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 9:22 PM
LEVIATHAM began quickly. GO GETTEM KRACKA & KID KANSAS began slowly. JARAIG CRUISER & TRUMP TUX collided soon after the start. LOVE ME TINDER & REN MONELLI collided soon after the start. JARAIG CRUISER, TRUMP TUX & GO GETTEM KRACKA collided approaching the first turn & GO GETTEM KRACKA lost ground. LOVE ME TINDER & REN MONELLI collided approaching the first turn, REN MONELLI lost ground & collided with NANZA GUNN. REN MONELLI galloped on LEVIATHAM & collided several times with NANZA GUNN on the first turn, both fell & NANZA GUNN failed to finish. NANZA GUNN was placed on a solo satisfactory Trial under R71. JARAIG CRUISER & LEVIATHAM collided approaching the home turn. JARAIG CRUISER & LEVIATHAM collided on the home turn. TRUMP TUX & LEVIATHAM collided on the home turn. LEVIATHAM checked off the heels of JARAIG CRUISER & KID KANSAS on the home turn. GO GETTEM KRACKA checked off the heels of TRUMP TUX on the home turn. HARAIG CRUISER checked off the heels of KID KANSAS in the home straight.

REN MONELLI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. A post race Veterinary examination revealed NANZA GUNN has a Right - Hindleg - Tensor Fascia L. M. Injury (Triangle) and a Right - Hindleg - Sartorius Muscle Injury (Pencil/Whip) and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 9:37 PM
BONTEM DELLY began quickly. FLYING URKAL began slowly. ATLANTIC LI & ABBA MONELLI collided soon after the start. ATLANTIC LI & DONT ASK collided on the first turn. DONT ASK & UP AND ABOVE collided on the first turn, UP AND ABOVE lost ground. ABBA MONELLI checked off the heels of UP AND ABOVE on the home turn.

FINAL.